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WHEN IS A MATRIX POSITIVE 
BY 

DANIEL BRAND 

Throughout this note we shall use the following conventions and notations: 
All matrices have entries in the field of complex numbers. / denotes the identity 
matrix with compatible dimensions. A* is the conjugate transpose of a matrix A. 
A being self adjoint means A=A*. A>0 (A is positive) means: v*Av>0 for all 
vectors v. A>0 means: A>0 and A is invertible. For a n « x m matrix A, whose 
(/,/)-the entry is a au, we write A — {aiJ)\z\'^. For a n « x « matrix S=(sijyiZ]\n 
with « > 2 w e let 

Si = (si,3Ji=l\n-l $2 = (si,n)i=l;n-l 

i.e. 

\s3\sj 
DEFINITION. For anwxw matrix S, with n>2, we define 

D(S) = S A - S g S s . 
(S^i is a matrix times a scalar, S2S3 is an ordinary matrix product.) 

Note that D(S) is an («—l)x («— 1) matrix, and it becomes det S in the case 
w=2. 

THEOREM 1. Le/ S be a self adjoint nxn matrix, with n>2. Then 5 > 0 if and only 
ifS±>0, S4>0, and D(S)>0. 

Proof. The relation 

/ -St/SA/S! S2\( I 0\ /D(Sf)/S4 0 \ 
0 1 / U S 4 / \ - S ? / S 4 1/ \ S 3 - S 2 * S j 

shows that if S 4 ^0 then det D(S)=S2~2 det 5. It is also true if ^ = 0 with the con
vention that 0°=1. But this fact is not necessary in the proof. Replacing S by 
S—alwe find 

(1) det D(S-aI) = (Sé-a)n~2 det (S-al). 

Note that 

(2) D(S-al) = a*I-a(S1+SJ) + D(S) 
which is an analogue of the characteristic polynomial. 

(I) Assume that S ^ O , S±>0, D(S)>0. Suppose that S would have a negative 
characteristic value a. Then (1) gives 

(3) det D(S-aI) = 0. 
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By hypothesis, a2I>0, -a(S1+SJ)+D(S)'^0. So from (2), D(S-aT)is invertible, 
contradicting (3). Hence S>0. 

(II) Assume S>0. Then immediately S±>0 and S4>0. Suppose that D(S) is 
not positive. We will show that then S must have a negative characteristic value. 

Since S is self adjoint, so is D(S—xI) for any real x. Let /be the real valued func
tion f(x)=least characteristic value of D(S—xI) for real x. Characteristic values 
of D(S—xI) are roots of the corresponding characteristic polynomial. Coefficients 
of this polynomial are continuous functions of x, hence so are the roots, so fis 
continuous. 

From the assumption that D(S) is not positive,/(0)<0. From (2),f(x)>0 for 
some negative x, sufficiently large in magnitude. Hence for some 0<O, / ( a )=0 . 
So D(S—aI) is not invertible, so by (1) a is a characteristic value of S, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore D(S)>0. Q.E.D. 

We can now give an alternative proof of the following theorem (see [1]). 

THEOREM 2. Let -4=(au)J"i |" , -B=(6^)£j:* be positive matrices. Then their 
Hadamard product H=(aitjbitjyi2\'£ is positive. 

Proof. By induction on n. 
(I) w = l Obvious. 
(II) Suppose true for all matrices of dimension less than n9n^2. 
H is self adjoint, and by induction hypothesis / / i > 0 , i74>0. So we need to 

show D(H)>0. 
From Theorem 1, 0^D{A)—{aitjan>n—aitnantJ)

i^\\^. Applying induction 
hypothesis to D{A) and Bl9 and then multiplying by i?4>0, gives an inequality, 
which when added to the analogous inequality with A and B interchanged, yields 

(4) ^{aitjbitjantnbntn)i=1in_1 > {(iitncin,jbijbntn+aijantnbitnbntj)isssi;n_1. 

We show that 

(5) (4) > 2(aitnbitnanJbnJ^nzl 

Apply induction hypothesis to D(B) and A2Az=A2A*>0 to get one inequality, 
and an analogous one with roles of A and B interchanged. Adding these two estab
lishes (5), from which follows D(H)>0. Whence H>0. Q.E.D. 
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